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Intraoperative contrast-enhanced ultrasound for intramedullary spinal neoplasms:
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BACKGROUND Primary intramedullary spinal tumors cause significant morbidity and death. Intraoperative ultrasound as an adjunct for localization
and monitoring the extent of resection has not been systematically evaluated in these patients; the effectiveness of intraoperative contrast-enhanced
ultrasound (CEUS) remains almost completely unexplored.

OBSERVATIONS A retrospective case series of patients at a single institution who had consented to the off-label use of intraoperative CEUS was
identified. Seven patients with a mean age of 52.8 ± 15.8 years underwent resection of intramedullary tumors assisted by CEUS performed by a single
attending neurosurgeon. Histopathological evaluation revealed 3 cases of hemangioblastoma, 1 case of pilocytic astrocytoma, 2 cases of ependymoma,
and 1 case of subependymoma. Contrast enhancement correlated with gadolinium enhancement on preoperative magnetic resonance imaging.
Intraoperative CEUS facilitated precise lesion localization and myelotomy planning. Dynamic CEUS studies were useful in demonstrating the blood
supply to lesions with a dominant vascular pedicle. Regardless of contrast uptake, the differential enhancement between spinal cord tissue and
neoplasm assisted in determining interface boundaries.

LESSONS Intraoperative CEUS constitutes a useful adjunct for the intraoperative delineation of contrast-enhancing intramedullary tumors and
in vivo confirmation of gross-total resection. Systematic investigation is needed to establish the role of CEUS for resection of intramedullary spinal
tumors of various pathologies.

https://thejns.org/doi/abs/10.3171/CASE2083
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Primary intramedullary spinal cord tumors are rare and account for
only 2%–4% of all primary central nervous system (CNS) tumors.1

However, left untreated, they significantly diminish functional status
and quality of life and are associated with increased mortality. The 2
most significant preoperative variables that determine prognosis in-
clude baseline neurological status and tumor histology; the most
common entities in adults are ependymoma, astrocytoma, or he-
mangioblastoma.2 Maximal gross-total resection (GTR) remains the
standard of care for initial treatment; however, the ability to safely
achieve this surgically depends heavily on the quality of tissue planes at
the spine–tumor tissue interface, a characteristic that varies widely
across pathologies.

Techniques to augment visualization of the brain–tumor tissue
interface have been developed to facilitate GTR of primary brain tu-
mors, including intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),

5-aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA), fluorescein, and intraoperative ultra-
sound. Although these tools have demonstrated benefit in certain
situations, obstacles continue to prevent their widespread adoption.3–9

Intraoperative MRI requires a large capital investment and prolongs
operative time while subjecting the patient to serial undraping and
redraping.10 MRI also remains vulnerable to anatomical error sec-
ondary to physical perturbations such as cerebrospinal fluid drainage
or resection that are not accounted for without new image
acquisition.11,12 Fluorescence-guided resection agents such as 5-ALA
and fluorescein demarcate tumor tissue only on the surface of the
resection cavity and are associated with potential phototoxicity, and
efficacy studies have largely been restricted to high-grade gliomas,
limiting applicability to broader histopathology.11,13

Conversely, conventional two-dimensional B-mode ultrasound
imaging has managed to preemptively overcome the limitations of

ABBREVIATIONS 5-ALA = 5-aminolevulinic acid; CEUS = contrast-enhanced ultrasound; CNS = central nervous system; GTR = gross-total resection; MRC = Medical
Research Council; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging.
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recent intraoperative technology by serving as a portable, economically
accessible, in situ technical aid to characterize intraparenchymal
pathology in real time. Few studies, however, have evaluated the use of
intraoperative ultrasound for resection of intramedullary spinal cord
tumors.14–18 Histopathological characteristics contribute to differences
in the echogenicity of pathological versus normal tissue on B-mode
ultrasound, with tumors such as low-grade gliomas exhibiting less
obvious border distinctions.18 Intraoperative contrast-enhanced ultrasound
(CEUS) has been proposed as a means of enhancing tumor bound-
aries to facilitate resection of brain tumors; however, many of these
proposals provide a limited pathological scope.19–22 Here we present a
case series evaluating the intraoperative utility of CEUS in visualizing
intramedullary spinal cord tumors with various preoperative MRI
characteristics.

Study Description
This study is a retrospective case series that was performed in

accord with the rules and regulations of the University of Washington
Institutional Review Board. All patients consented to the use of off-label
intraoperative CEUS. All patients underwent preoperative MRI of the
entire neuroaxis for surgical planning and to rule out other clinically
significant areas of disease. Microsurgical tumor resection was per-
formed by a single attending neurosurgeon (C.P.H.). Intraoperative
neurophysiological monitoring was performed in all patients and in-
cluded somatosensory evoked potentials, motor evoked potentials,
and epidural D waves.

For the surgical procedure, a standard laminectomy was performed
at the index level, confirmed with fluoroscopic guidance. Prior to the
durotomy, a premium level ultrasound system (EPIQ, Philips) with a
linear probe (L12-5, Philips) was brought into the surgical field, draped
in a surgical sterile plastic sheath along with 5 ml of ultrasound
transducing gel. The probe was placed over the dura to acquire
standard B-mode imaging scans. The lesion was identified via sagittal
images, and the laminectomy was expanded if necessary. Following

the durotomy, a 10-µl/kg intravenous bolus of Definity was adminis-
tered by our anesthesia team. Upon delivery of the contrast bolus,
continuous CEUS was performed utilizing a low acoustic power, with
continuous image acquisition of the bolus wash-in recorded. Following
CEUS, maximal safe tumor microsurgical resection was performed
with the assistance of an intraoperative microscope (Pentero, Zeiss).
After tumor resection, an additional 10-µl/kg intravenous bolus of
Definity was administered and intraoperative CEUS was repeated to
assess for possible residual tumor.

Discussion
Observations

Seven patients with a mean age of 52.8 ± 15.8 years consented to
undergo intraoperative CEUS to assist with tumor resection. Intra-
medullary tumors were located in either the cervical or thoracic spinal
cord. Four cases (3 hemangioblastomas and 1 ependymoma) dis-
played vivid contrast enhancement on preoperative MRI, which was
mirrored on intraoperative CEUS. CEUS appeared to serve as a useful
intraoperative adjunct to confirm GTR in tumors with contrast en-
hancement. Here we present 1 case example for each pathology,
highlighting pathology-specific CEUS features. A summary of all cases
is shown in Table 1.

Case 1
Presentation. A 69-year-old man presented with 3 years of pro-

gressively worsening left greater than right upper-extremity dexterity,
gait instability, and left lower-extremity weakness requiring a walker
for ambulatory assistance. Neurological examination was notable for
a Medical Research Council (MRC) motor score of 4/5 in the left
deltoid, gait ataxia, and a right-sided positive Babinski sign. MRI
demonstrated a contrast-enhancing cervical intramedullary spinal cord
tumor without an exophytic component and extensive spinal cord
edema (Fig. 1A and C).

TABLE 1. Intraoperative CEUS case series

Age
(yrs) Sex Presentation

Path
Location MRI Signal

Intraop
Ultrasound
Standard
B-Mode Intraop CEUS Pathology

Extent of
Resection

69 M Bilat arm weakness, ataxia,
myelopathy

Cervical T1 iso, T2 hyper,
enhancing

Hyperechoic Enhancement Hemangioblastoma GTR

65 F Rt arm paresthesia, ataxia,
myelopathy

High
thoracic

T1 iso, T2 hyper,
enhancing

Isoechoic Enhancement Hemangioblastoma STR/no
adjunctive
treatment

47 M Bilat leg paresthesia, myelopathy,
weakness

High
thoracic

T1 iso, T2 iso,
enhancing

Isoechoic Enhancement Hemangioblastoma GTR

26 M Lt leg paresthesia, weakness;
bowel/bladder dysfunction

Low
thoracic

T1 iso, T2 iso,
nonenhancing

Isoechoic No
enhancement

Pilocytic
astrocytoma

GTR

59 F Bilat arm paresthesia and
myelopathy

Cervical T1 iso, T2 hyper,
enhancing

Isoechoic Enhancement Ependymoma GTR

64 F Neck pain High
thoracic

T1 iso, T2 iso,
enhancing

Isoechoic Enhancement Ependymoma GTR

40 M Rt leg paresthesia, weakness;
bowel/bladder dysfunction

Low
thoracic

T1 iso, T2 hypo,
nonenhancing

Isoechoic No
enhancement

Subependymoma STR

hyper = hyperintense; iso = isointense; STR = subtotal resection.
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Intraoperative Ultrasound and Histopathological Findings. The patient
underwent a C2–3 laminectomy with neurophysiological monitoring for
resection of the cervical mass. Transdural sagittal B-mode insonation
was performed to confirm that our exposure permitted sufficient access
to the lesion. This demonstrated a moderately well-demarcated in-
tramedullary mass on sagittal and axial images. Definity was ad-
ministered per protocol, and the tumor exhibited avid contrast uptake in
sharp contrast to the surrounding spinal cord (Fig. 1E–H). Intra-
operative CEUS also demonstrated the location of the primary vascular
supply in the pial plane prior to beginning resection, which permitted

early coagulation and aided in minimizing hemorrhage during re-
section. Definity was again administered after resection was completed
and CEUS images were obtained, demonstrating the absence of any
contrast enhancement in the resection cavity (Fig. 1I and J). Histo-
pathology was consistent with hemangioblastoma. The patient toler-
ated the procedure well, and postoperative MRI suggested a GTR of
the lesion.

Postoperative Follow-Up. At his 3-month follow-up, the patient
reported improvement in his preoperative symptoms and no longer
required a walker for ambulation.

Case 2
Presentation. A 59-year-old woman presented with progressive

upper-extremity numbness, weakness, and gait instability. Neuro-
logical examination was notable for reduced sensation in the bilateral
4th and 5th digits, as well as an abnormal left-sided Babinski reflex. MRI
demonstrated a large intramedullary spinal cord tumor spanning C5–6
that was avidly contrast enhancing and associated with significant
edema (Fig. 2A and C).

Intraoperative Ultrasound and Histopathological Findings. The patient
underwent a C4–7 laminectomy with neurophysiological monitoring for
resection of her intramedullary mass. Definity was administered per
protocol, and intraoperative CEUS again clearly demarcated the in-
tramedullary tumor from the surrounding spinal cord tissue. Impor-
tantly, CEUS also demonstrated a ventral vascular pedicle originating
from the anterior spinal artery (Fig. 2E–J). This greatly facilitated
resection of the tumor tissue because it allowed for swift centripetal
dissection of tumor tissue from the ventral spinal cord tissue and
meticulous dissection of the vascular pedicle. An additional bolus of
Definity was administered after resection that demonstrated the clear
absence of contrast uptake indicative of GTR, which was confirmed on
postoperative MRI (Fig. 2B, D, I, and J). Histopathology was consistent
with ependymoma, World Health Organization grade II. The patient
tolerated the procedure well, with only mild deficits in lower-extremity
proprioception and an uneventful recovery.

Postoperative Follow-up. At 2-weeks’ follow-up, the patient re-
ported that her paresthesias and gait instability had significantly im-
proved since surgery.

Case 3
Presentation. A 26-year-old man presented with 2 years of pro-

gressive left lower-extremity paresthesias, 3 months of lower-extremity
weakness requiring a cane for ambulation, and bowel and bladder
dysfunction in conjunction with severe intermittent lower back pain
extending to the S1–3 dermatomes. Neurological examination was
notable for an MRC motor score of 4/5 in left knee extension, dorsi-
flexion, plantar flexion, and in the extensor hallucis longus. MRI was
notable for a T11–12 intradural intramedullary T1 and T2 isoechoic
mass with minimal contrast enhancement (Fig. 3A–B).

Intraoperative Ultrasound and Histopathological Findings. The
patient underwent a T11–12 laminectomy with neurophysiological
monitoring for resection. Transdural insonation was performed and
revealed an isoechoic conusmedullaris mass with a subtle tissue plane
between neoplastic and normal tissue (Fig. 3C–F). Definity was ad-
ministered per protocol but did not demonstrate contrast enhancement
of the intramedullary lesion. However, given the physiological uptake of
contrast by the surrounding spinal cord tissue, the lesion was able to be
delineated (Fig. 3C–F).Microdissectionwas utilized to excise the tumor
after sacrifice of four dorsal sacral nerve roots without neurophysio-
logical abnormality on monitoring. The tumor demonstrated a tissue

FIG. 1. Preoperative (A) and postoperative (B) sagittal T1
postcontrast. Preoperative (C) and postoperative (D) axial T1
postcontrast. Preresection postcontrast (E) and B-mode (F) sagittal
images of the cervical lesion (arrows). Preresection postcontrast
(G) and B-mode (H) axial images of the cervical lesion (arrows).
Postresection postcontrast (I) and B-mode (J) axial images of
resection cavity (arrows).
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plane amenable to en bloc excision via an approach through the dorsal
root entry zone. Histopathological diagnosis was confirmed as pilocytic
astrocytoma of the conus medullaris.

Postoperative Follow-Up. In the immediate postoperative period,
the patient’s paresthesias and weakness improved, returning to full
strength with only allodynia in the right second toe, which improved
prior to discharge home.

Lessons
In this case series we demonstrate that intraoperative CEUS can

serve as a useful adjunct to intraoperative visualization during re-
section of intramedullary spinal cord tumors. A recent study by Han
et al. reported the use of intraoperative CEUS in 14 patients with
intramedullary spine pathology.22 Despite these initial efforts, intra-
operative ultrasound characteristics of various pathologies have yet to
be catalogued. Our case series offers insights into preoperative im-
aging characteristics that may predict intraoperative visibility of lesions
with this method. Our technique also demonstrates that intraoperative
CEUS can be used for visualization of a vascular pedicle when present,
thus facilitating resection. Finally, these results show that intraoperative
CEUS remains beneficial for localizing small lesions intraoperatively.

In our series, intramedullary tumors that demonstrated contrast
enhancement on preoperative MRI reliably demonstrated uptake of
ultrasonic contrast on evaluation with intraoperative CEUS. This
pattern follows that of high-grade intracranial gliomas, as demonstrated
in a study by Prada and colleagues4 in which MRI and CEUS en-
hancement were found to correspond in 9/10 cases. In 1 case, CEUS
revealed enhancement of the entire tumor bulk, whereas gadolinium-
enhanced T1-weighted MRI demonstrated peripheral contrast en-
hancement. These differences may be attributable to the different
properties of the contrast agents used for MRI compared to those used
with CEUS. MRI utilizes gadolinium, which, after an initial vascular
phase, accumulates in adjacent tumor tissue due to blood–brain barrier
disruption. CEUS utilizes microbubbles, which remain within the
vessels and therefore strictly reflect the vascular network of the lesion.
The correlation between tumor vascularity and ultrasonic contrast
enhancement is well established in various organ systems.16,23–25

Cheng and colleagues report a significant correlation in intracranial
gliomas between the absolute CEUS peak intensity and the tumor
microvessel density.19 In our series, hemangioblastomas demon-
strated the most avid contrast enhancement. This is in keeping with the
vascular nature of these lesions, which consist of fenestrated vascular
channels lined by endothelial cells.26 Increased contrast uptake was
also observed in the ependymoma, whereas no contrast uptake was
noted in a case of a pilocytic astrocytoma or subependymoma. These
findings may suggest that preoperative contrast enhancement may
intraoperatively predict hyperechogenicity of the intramedullary lesion.

In our series, intraoperative CEUS assisted with identification of the
vascular pedicle in highly vascular lesions. Likewise, Prada and
colleagues benefited from early recognition of the arterial supply and
venous drainage using intraoperative CEUS for resection of malignant
brain gliomas.4 Knowledge of the precise location of the vascular
pedicle is helpful to plan an efficient resection strategy based on the

FIG. 2. Preoperative (A) and postoperative (B) sagittal T1 postcontrast.
Preoperative (C) and postoperative (D) axial T1 postcontrast. Preresection
postcontrast (E) and B-mode (F) sagittal images of a cervical lesion dem-
onstrating a ventral vascular pedicle (arrow). FIG. 2. (continued)→

FIG. 2. Preresection postcontrast (G) and B-mode (H) axial images of
a cervical lesion demonstrating a ventral vascular pedicle (arrow).
Preresection precontrast (I) and B-mode (J) sagittal images
demonstrating contrast uptake in mass, delineation of interface with
normal tissue (arrow).
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location of the vascular supply. In all 3 cases with hemangioblastoma,
superficial vascular pedicles within the pial plane were seen, facilitating
early coagulation and ligation of the arterial supply. Similarly, Han
et al.22 noted this ability to delineate afferent vascular channels,
facilitating safe resection.

Our technique for utilizing intraoperative CEUS in spinal intra-
medullary tumor resection can assist with identifying lesions that would
otherwise be difficult to localize prior to durotomy given the dearth
of intraoperative intramedullary spinal cord navigation options. Our
method wasmodified from one initially popularized byMaiuri et al., who
divided the use of intraoperative ultrasound for intradural spinal cord
lesions into 3 steps: the first scanning occurs after laminectomy prior to
durotomy, the second after durotomy with scanning on the spinal cord
itself, and the third after resection to facilitate identification of residual

pathology.27 Like Han and colleagues, we also utilized this sequence
with the adjustment of administering ultrasound contrast for identifi-
cation through scanning prior to durotomy.22 Importantly, we found the
contrast uptake differential between lesion and spinal cord tissue
helpful for delineation of the tumor borders, even in those tumors that
did not enhance during the resection. Therefore, regardless of pre-
dictions that can be made regarding hyperechogenicity through pre-
operative imaging, it should be considered as an intraoperative means
of localizing lesions that is particularly advantageous for both small
pathologies and large neoplasms that span multiple levels. Further-
more, we found using intraoperative CEUS after initial resection in
contrast-enhancing lesions was useful in detecting residual tumor,
thereby informing further surgical excision.

Despite early papers demonstrating the utility of intraoperative
ultrasound and rates of GTR comparable with those using intra-
operative MRI,11,13,20,28–32 a recent Cochrane review evaluating in-
traoperative adjuncts for CNS tumor resection found no currently
ongoing prospective studies exploring intraoperative ultrasound.33 The
unique capabilities and economic advantages of intraoperative CEUS
suggest that the technique merits further exploration as an adjunct in
the resection of primary intramedullary spinal cord tumors. The
technique also has implications outside of intramedullary spinal cord
lesion resection given the ability to demonstrate subtle derangements
in the spinal vasculature. This has made CEUS useful in the evaluation
of hemodynamic perturbations from pathologies like spinal vascular
malformations34,35 or spinal cord injury.36,37 In the future, it is therefore
likely that CEUS can serve as a useful intraoperative and prognostic
tool for a wide array of spinal cord pathology.

The current study has several limitations. It includes a small number
of patients. Systematic research regarding CEUS characteristics of a
wider range of CNS tumors will be necessary to adequately determine
its role as a useful adjunct for resection of intramedullary spinal tumors.
Preliminary case reports by Vetrano et al.,21 Han et al.,22 and our case
series suggest that intraoperative CEUS is useful for the assessment
of location, borders, and vascularity of intramedullary tumors. In cases
of enhancing tumors, CEUS may also help to confirm completeness of
initial resection.

In summary, intraoperative CEUS constitutes a safe and useful
adjunct for resection of intramedullary spinal cord tumors. Preop-
erative imaging characteristics may predict echogenic differences
compared with normal tissue. Further studies are needed to evaluate
the potential role of CEUS for resection of intramedullary spinal
tumors of various pathologies.
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